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Abstract. Entity Resolution (ER) is the process of identifying references referring to the same entity from one or more data
sources. In the ER process, most existing approaches exploit the content information of references, categorized as contentbased ER, or additionally consider linkage information among references, categorized as context-based ER. However, in new
applications of ER, such as in the genealogical domain, the very limited linkage information among references results in a
disjoint graph in which the existing content-/context-based ER techniques have very limited applicability. Therefore, in this
paper we propose first, to use the homophily principle for augmentation of the original input graph by connecting the potential
similar references, and second, to use a Random Walk based approach to consider contextual information available for each
reference in the augmented graph. We evaluate the proposed method by applying it to a large genealogical dataset and we
succeed to predict 420,000 reference matches with precision 92% and discover six novel and informative patterns among them
which can not be detected in the original disjoint graph.
Keywords: Entity resolution, disjoint graphs, genealogy

1. Introduction
In many real-world applications of data science, the input data contains substantial errors and inconsistencies which make the process of identifying multiple references referring to the same entity as the
key requirement in any integration task. In literature, this requirement is introduced in different ways
such as Record Linkage [1–6], the Merge/Purge problem [7], Duplicate Detection [8–10], Hardening
Soft Databases [11], Reference Matching [12], and Entity Resolution [13–20].
The key idea behind almost all existing ER techniques is to propose a similarity measure among references and use this measure to label the most similar pairs as matches. We classify the previous methods
into two categories: 1) Content-based ER and 2) Context-based ER. Content-based methods consider
only the content of each reference, for instance by converting it into numerical/string vectors and using the standard similarity measures such as Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein, TF-IDF, Cosine-Similarity, and
Jaccard Coefficient [21–23] to calculate the similarity among reference pairs. Finally, the most similar
pairs are predicted as matches.
The main problem of content-based methods is that they neglect the contextual information available
for each reference. For example, consider a genealogical dataset as an input of the ER process. The
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F IRST NAME and L AST NAME of each reference can form the content information for that reference.
This content information is used to measure the similarity between reference pairs. However, one can
imagine that by using the contextual information such as similar family members in the genealogical
certificates, the accuracy in ER increases. The main goal of context-based methods is to use this kind of
additional contextual information to improve the content-based measure.
The prediction results of context-based methods depend strongly on the available contextual information, mostly in the form of linkage information among references, available for each reference. As
one possible way of measuring amount of available linkage information in a graph we take the number
of connected components into consideration. We believe that there is an inverse relationship between
the amount of linkage information and the number of connected components in the graph; this inverse
relationship will be described formally in Section 3. As the number of connected components increases,
the graph becomes more disjoint and the linkage information to be used for the ER process decreases.
In domains such as the genealogical domain with a disjoint graph consisting of large number of connected components, there is not much contextual information available for each reference such that the
most complex context-based methods produce the same matching results as traditional content-based
techniques. In this domain, each historical certificate is modeled as a connected component in which
each node represents a reference and each edge shows a family relationship between two connected references. There is no linkage information available for any two references belonging to different certificates. In such a domain with a small connectivity ratio (large number of connected components) among
references, applying context-based methods will not improve the content-based methods significantly.
In this paper, we improve the context-based ER technique for domains which are initially modeled as
a disjoint graph. First we augment the original graph by adding potential links among the references.
Second, we apply the Random Walk approach, which has been applied successfully to varied range of
domains [24–27], to consider the contextual information available for each reference in the augmented
graph. Third, we propose a hybrid similarity measure which considers both content and context information in predicting the matches among references. Fourth, we evaluate the proposed approach from
different perspectives and finally, according to the provided empirical studies, we conclude that our
hybrid similarity measure outperforms the existing content and context-based similarity measures in
disjoint graphs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work in ER. In Section 3,
we formally define the concept of “connected component” and its relation with graph connectivity. Section 4 describes the input data from genealogical domain. In Section 5, we discuss our proposed approach
for augmenting the original disjoint graphs. Section 6 considers both content and context information for
calculating a hybrid similarity among the candidate reference pairs. In Section 7, we evaluate the proposed method and discuss the discovered patterns. Section 8 groups the predicted matched references
into one entity and builds the entity graph from the original reference graph. Section 9 concludes.

2. Related work
The Entity Resolution (ER) problem is the first step in any application which is involved in cleaning
and integrating the references extracted from different resources. In literature, the process of identifying
multiple references referring to same entity has been addressed in different ways such as Record Linkage [1–6], the Merge/Purge problem [7], Duplicate Detection [8–10,28], Hardening Soft Databases [11],
Reference Matching [12] and Entity Resolution [13–20].
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We classify the previous studies on ER into two main categories: 1) Content-based ER and 2) Contextbased ER. Content-based approaches first convert the available information of each reference into
string/numerical vectors and then, they apply standard similarity measures such as Jaro Winkler, Levenshtein, TF-IDF, Cosine-Similarity, Jaccard Coefficient [22,23,29] to calculate the similarity among
reference pairs. Finally, the most similar pairs are introduced as matches. Content information is mostly
modeled as a string type. So, defining the proper similarity measure for string values has been addressed
a lot in the ER literature. Bases on the availability of labeled training data the existing approaches are
classified into Unsupervised [30–33] and Supervised [34–37] approaches. The difficulties related to construction of proper training set with enough number of positive and negative cases introduces the new
approaches which use active learning to classify ambiguous cases by the learner [37,38]. The number of
proposed methods to calculate the similarity among the numeric data types are primitive comparing to
string similarity measures. In the simplest way, the numbers are treated as strings (then, we could apply
the discussed similarity measures) or simple range queries, which locate numbers within pre-defined
boundaries. Koudas et al. [39] proposed as a future direction to consider the distribution and type of
the numeric data in the similarity calculation process. Some studies compare the performance of different similarity measures on varied number of datasets [40,41]. The general conclusion is that no single
similarity measure is suitable for all data sets [41]. Even measures that demonstrate robust and high
performance for some data sets can perform poorly on others.
In addition to measuring attribute similarity, Context-based approaches consider also the contextual
information, mostly in the form of linkage information, available for each reference. For example, two
partially similar references ri and rj should be more likely to match if they both link to third reference
rk . Ananthakrishna et al. [10] propose a similarity metric that considers the “co-occurrence” similarity
of two entries in a database in addition to their textual similarity. Singla and Domingos [42] improve
duplicate record detection by propagating information from one candidate match to another via the attributes they have in common. Dong et al. [43] resolve entities of multiple types by propagating evidence
in a dependency graph. Many recent methods consider relational structure to provide a relatively computationally efficient approach for the ER problem [4,10,17,44–46].
3. Connected components
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is said to be connected if there is a path between any pair of vertices
(u, v), such that u ∈ V and v ∈ V . A connected component, Gc = (Vc , Ec ), is a connected subgraph
of a graph G. A graph G = (V, E) is said to have multiple connected components G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn
(where G1 = (V1 , E1 ), G2 = (V2 , E2 ), . . . , Gn = (Vn , En ), V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 · · · ∪ Vn , and E =
E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 · · · ∪ En ) if, for any pair of such components, say Gi = (Vi , Ei ) and Gj = (Vj , Ej ), for
any node pair (u, v) such that u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj there is no path from u to v , or vice versa. We believe
that a graph becomes more disjoint as the number of connected components increases. We define the
connectivity ratio of graph G(V, E) with Nc connected components according to Formula (1).
C ONNECTIVITY _R ATIO (G) =

V − Nc
V −1

(1)

In two extreme cases where Nc = V and Nc = 1, Formula (1) returns 0 and 1 as the connectivity ratio
of graph G, respectively. In the former case, there is no edge in the graph (E = {}) and each isolated
node represents a connected component. In the latter case, there is only one connected component which
contains all the nodes.
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Table 1
Considered features for each certificate type

Birth certificate
Death certificate
Marriage certificate

F IRST NAME , L AST NAME , G ENDER, B IRTH DATE , B IRTH P LACE , FATHER F IRST NAME,
FATHER L AST NAME , M OTHER F IRST NAME, M OTHER L AST NAME
F IRST NAME , L AST NAME , G ENDER, B IRTH DATE , B IRTH P LACE , D EATH DATE , D EATH P LACE ,
FATHER F IRST NAME , FATHER L AST NAME , M OTHER F IRST NAME , M OTHER L AST NAME
G ROOM F IRST NAME , G ROOM L AST NAME , G ROOM AGE , B RIDE F IRST NAME , B RIDE L AST NAME ,
B RIDE AGE , G ROOM FATHER F IRST NAME, G ROOM FATHER L AST NAME,
G ROOM M OTHER F IRST NAME, G ROOM M OTHER L AST NAME, B RIDE FATHER F IRST NAME,
B RIDE FATHER L AST NAME, B RIDE M OTHER F IRST NAME , B RIDE M OTHER L AST NAME
Table 2
Statistical information of input data
Number of birth certificate
Number of marriage certificate
Number of death certificate
Number of extracted references

110,000
350,000
710,000
5,300,000

Neither Nc = V nor Nc = 1 are possible in our historical datasets. However, Nc = 1 is definitely
possible in other domains. In this case, we only have one connected component which contains all the
nodes. As an example, consider Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Networks in which there is a biological
path between any two protein pairs. Nc = V means that there is no linkage information among the
individuals and accordingly our method cannot benefit from the network information (Refer to Sections 4
and 5 for details).
4. Input data
The genealogical dataset used in this paper, consists of three certificate types, namely “Birth”, “Death”
and “Marriage” certificates, as input to the proposed ER method. Table 1 lists the content features for
each certificate type. As shown in Table 1, Birth certificates include three individual references (i.e.,
child, father and mother). The Death certificates include four individual references (i.e., deceased, father,
mother and relative of deceased). Finally, the Marriage certificates include six references (i.e., groom,
bride and parents of each).
We use the Relational database model [47] to integrate and maintain the three discussed certificate
types considering Entity, Referential and Domain integrity constraints [48]. We choose the Relational
database model since this model is widely used, easy to apply and is highly maintainable. Elmasri et
al. [48] discuss in details the Relational database model and its advantages over other databases models.
The final integrated database consists of 5,300,000 individual references extracted from 1,170,000 certificates (details are provided in Table 2). Considering the non-mentioned parents or relatives in some
certificates, 500,000 references do not have any name (i.e., first_name = null and last_name = null).
Therefore, we have 4,800,000 informative references. Among these references we have 170,000 distinct
first names and 100,000 distinct last names. The dates mentioned in different certificates span a period
of time between 1810 and 1920. The certificates are registered in 200 different municipalities.
5. Augmenting the original disjoint graph
We model a genealogical dataset as an undirected annotated graph G(R, E, λ) where R is a set of
references, E ⊆ R × R is a set of family relationships among these references, and λ is so-called
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annotation function; for each reference r , λ denotes the additional information we have about r . We also
call this additional information λ(r) the content of reference r .
The original graph representation of genealogical certificates suffers from small amount of linkage
information available for each reference. In this section, we augment the original graph representation
using the homophily principle in graph [49]. Homophily refers to the fact that in a graph, edges are
more likely among similar nodes than between dissimilar nodes. The most direct way of finding similar
references in the original graph is to apply pairwise comparison among the references. The computational order of this process is O(n2 ) which makes it infeasible in our project with roughly 5,000,000
references.
In order to avoid having to compare all pairs of references, we use a technique known as Blocking
in the literature [50–53] to split all references into different blocking partitions. This process reduces
the search space and diminishes the number of potential candidate pairs. In this paper, we deal with
Dutch reference names and accordingly, the proposed blocking method should be capable of resolving
the common errors happen in Dutch names. Details of the implemented blocking method is discussed in
the next Section.
5.1. Proposed blocking method for dutch names
There are different writing variations for each (Dutch) name. For example, “Ghendrik”, “Haendrik”,
“Handrikus”, “Hanri” and “Hedrik” are all referring to the same entity “Hendrik”. The reason behind
this name variations could be of typing error or some historical/geoghraphical issues. As a blocking
strategy, the previous work have used the standard string encoding systems such as Soundex [54], metaphone [55] and double-metaphone [56]. Soundex, indexes the names based on their pronunciation in
English. The main goal in this algorithm is that the letter with similar pronunciations be encoded with
same characters so that spelling errors can be resolved. Metaphone is an extension of the Soundex code.
Compared to Soundex, this code takes into account more information about variations and inconsistencies in English spelling and pronunciation. Afterwards, Double Metaphone was proposed which takes
into account spelling peculiarities of a number of other languages. This indexing algorithm generates
up to two codes for each word, that can improve some of the limitations of the original Metaphone for
dealing with foreign languages.
Rahmani et al. [57] used the dataset of Meertens Institute [58] to find the relationships among different
variations of Dutch names with their standard format. In total, the Meertens database contains 44, 000
distinct first names (18,000 and 26,000 for male and females, respectively) and 120,000 distinct last
names. The main attributes of the dataset are name and standard name. They extracted 12 features F1–
F12 from the Meertens dataset:
F1: If first 2 letters of name and standard name are equal.
F2: If first 3 letters of name and standard name are equal.
F3: If last 2 letters of name and standard name are equal.
F4: If last 3 letters of name and standard name are equal.
F5: If size of name and standard name are equal.
F6: Absolute difference of name length and standard length.
F7: Number of longest first equal chars.
F8: Number of longest last equal chars.
F9: If soundex code of name and standard name is equal.
F10: If metaphone code of name and standard name is equal.
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Table 3
Feature analysis of dutch names. Features F6, F7, F8 and F12 are continuous features and the rest of features are all binary
Feature
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

First name (male)
Mean
s.t.d.
0.71
0.46
0.52
0.49
0.36
0.49
0.27
0.44
0.35
0.48
1.15
1.31
2.90
2.07
1.57
2.07
0.50
0.5
0.31
0.47
0.39
0.49
3.90
1.85

Max
1
1
1
1
1
15
13
13
1
1
1
14

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

First name (female)
Mean
s.t.d.
Max
0.70
0.46
1
0.50
0.49
1
0.42
0.49
1
0.30
0.45
1
0.34
0.48
1
1.10
1.31
13
2.90
2.06
11
1.77
2.06
11
0.47
0.5
1
0.29
0.46
1
0.37
0.49
1
3.98
1.85
12

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Last name
Mean
s.t.d.
0.79
0.40
0.60
0.48
0.54
0.50
0.45
0.49
0.43
0.5
0.77
0.88
3.57
2.41
2.59
2.65
0.58
0.49
0.42
0.49
0.49
0.49
4.82
2.1

Max
1
1
1
1
1
10
16
16
1
1
1
17

F11: If double-metaphone code of name and standard name is equal.
F12: Longest common chars between name and its standard name.
Table 3 provides detailed information about these 12 very basic and important features of Dutch
names. Among all the features, F1 is a very discriminative feature as it is true in more than 70% of the
cases (i.e., the first two letters of a name and its standard name are equal in more than 70% of the cases).
Among the phonetic-based string similarity measures (F9, F10 and F11) Soundex code has the highest
score of being identical between name and its standard form in about 50% of the cases. However, the
absolute difference of name length and its standard form length F6 has a maximum of 15, which means
some name lengths can deviate very much from length of its standard form.
Considering the informative features for Dutch names, Rahmani et al. [57] proposed a novel blocking
key (Formula (2)) which considers both name variations and spelling errors for each reference ri .
B LOCKING _K EY (ri ) = G ENDER (ri ) + F IRST NAME (ri )[: 3] + F IRST NAME (ri )[−2 :]
+L AST NAME (ri )[: 3] + L AST NAME (ri )[−2 :]
+soundex(F IRST NAME (ri )) + soundex(L AST NAME (ri ))

(2)

where in Formula (2), ‘+’ denotes the concatenation operation on strings, and STRING[:i] and
STRING [−i:] refer to the first and last i characters of the STRING , respectively. Formula (2) is, intuitively,
in line with our assumption that in the data entry phase, people are more careful about the first i and last
j characters and accordingly, the typing errors mostly happen in in middle characters c (i < c < j ).
According to this blocking method, two references with a spelling mistake on the second character of
the name would not be grouped in a similar block while a mistake on the middle characters would not
be problematic.
Finally, for each reference r in the dataset Formula (2) is used to generate a blocking-key; then all the
references with similar blocking key are assumed to be in the same block. This process builds blocks
with different sizes (= member count).
5.2. Graph augmentation using blocking
After having a set of potential similar references, now we could augment the original graph by adding
the linkage information to the graph. For each high confidence block bi with |bi | members, we add a
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new node bi to the original graph representing the block bi and |bi | edges connecting all bi ’s reference
members to node bi . As the size of one block increases, the confidence for that block decreases. In
this paper, we consider all the blocks bi with size less than or equal to θ (|bi |  θ ) as high confidence
blocks. As a result, there is at least a path with length 2 among all the references belonging to similar
high confidence blocks. The augmented graph G (R , E  , λ) has R = R + | ∪|bi|θ bi | nodes in which
R nodes representing the original references and | ∪|bi|θ bi | nodes representing the union of all high
confidence block nodes added to the original graph. The number of edges in the augmented graph equals
to number of original family relationships among references
in addition to number of edges connecting

block nodes to their reference members (E  = E + |bi |<θ |bi |). In the next section, we discuss our
hybrid similarity measure to gain knowledge from the augmented graph.
6. Hybrid similarity measure for ER
In Section 5, we resolved the limitations of context-based methods on disjoint graphs which have
low linkage information among references, by adding new nodes and edges to the original graph. As a
result there is more linkage information available in the augmented graph. In this section, we propose a
novel ER approach which gets the augmented version of original graph as input and discovers the set of
references referring to the same entity as output. For this purpose, our approach should compare all the
reference pairs belonging to the same block (co-block references). To calculate the similarity among the
co-block reference pairs, we propose the following hybrid similarity measure to consider both content
and context information available for each reference.
S IM hybrid (ri , rj ) = α ∗ S IM content (ri , rj ) + β ∗ S IM context (ri , rj )

(3)

In Formula (3), S IM content (ri , rj ) and S IM context (ri , rj ) calculate the similarity between two references
ri and rj using the content and context information, respectively. α and β represent the weight of content
and context similarity scores, respectively and could be determined according to domain experts feedback or learned by machine learning methods. In this paper, our aim is to propose a general similarity
measure even for cases where we do not have any access to domain experts feedback. Therefore, we
assume α = β = 12 . This parameters assignment aligns the values of hybrid similarity measure between
0 and 1.
The content-based similarity score can be computed using Formula (4), in which we use Jaro-Winkler
algorithm [21] to calculate the string similarity between F IRST NAME and L AST NAME of two references
ri and rj .


1
S IM content (ri , rj ) = JaroWinkler(F IRST NAME (ri ), F IRST NAME (rj ))
2


1
(4)
+ JaroWinkler(L AST NAME (ri ), L AST NAME (rj ))
2
The context-based similarity measure has a rather more complicated way to be computed. As discussed in Section 4, the references that are used in this paper are extracted from three different type
of certificates: “Birth”, “Death” and “Marriage”. Each of these certificate types contain the information
of a group of references which should be considered when we compare two references. For example,
imagine two arbitrary references ri and rj where both belong to the same block bk (i.e., ri ∈ bk and
rj ∈ bk ). If their partners both belong to another block bL (i.e., partner(ri ) ∈ bL and partner(rj ) ∈ bL )
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then the probability that ri and rj referring to the same entity should be increased, comparing to the case
that their partners belong to different blocks.
In order to measure the contextual similarity between two references ri and rj , first, we exclude the
node bk and all its connected edges from the augmented graph. The reason behind this node exclusion
is that this part of graph represents the content similarity of node ri and all its co-block references; we
do not consider the content information twice. Second, we use the steady state distribution of a Random
Walk with Restarts (RWR) technique [59] to calculate the graph similarity between two references ri
and rj . We simulate the trajectory of random walker that starts from ri and moves to its neighbors with
the uniform probability. We keep the random walker close to the original node ri by allowing transition
to the original node with probability c as the restart probability. Formally, the RWR technique can be
represented by following formula
xk+1 ← (1 − c)Axk + cx0

(5)

where xk denotes the proximity vector at iteration t (i.e., a vector which contains the probability of
reaching each node from ri in k steps in the corresponding element). Therefore, x0 is a vector with all
elements being zero except the ith element which is one, and A is the adjacency matrix. This formula
is used iteratively to generate the steady state RWR proximity vector (For more details refer to Can et
al. [59]).
7. Empirical studies
In this section, first, we apply the blocking strategy discussed in Section 5.1 to the genealogical dataset
and we use the generated blocking keys to augment the original graph with informative contextual information. Second, we compare the three content, context and hybrid similarity measures for all compared pairs to show how discriminative the hybrid measure can be in predicting the matched references.
Third, we use manual evaluation to measure the precision of predicted links. Fourth, the major patterns
discovered from the predicted matches are discussed and a detailed example of predicted matches is
elaborated. Finally, the process of population reconstruction is explored by using the predicted matches,
which shows the high potentials of this work for future research.
7.1. Results of proposed blocking technique
In this work, the original graph of genealogical data consists of 5,270,000 reference nodes, each
referring to an individual reference from a Birth, Marriage or Death certificate; in total providing
5,270,000 nodes. In the original graph, nodes are linked together based on family relations of fatherchild, mother-child and husband-wife (i.e., 3 links for a Birth certificate, 4 links for a Death certificate
and 7 links for a marriage certificate). In total this graph has 1,170,000 isolated connected components
of size 3, 4 or 6.
We applied the blocking strategy proposed by Rahmani et al. [57] to our dataset. As a result, 690,000
blocks are constructed with different sizes ranging from size 1 to 3,845, where each of the blocks of size
1 contains just one reference and the block with largest size contains 3,845 references; the block key of
this largest block is “female_Mar_Jan_ia_en_M600_J525” which turns out to be the most frequent
pattern among Dutch references reported between 1890 and 1920. The average block size is 7 and the
standard deviation is 29. This shows that not many blocks of very large size exist. Figure 1 shows the
block size distribution by focusing on the blocks with size 2 to 50.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of block sizes. The average block size is 7 and the standard deviation is 29. Blocks with size 1 are excluded
from the figure as they contain just one reference and are not informative in matching.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of different block sizes chosen for augmentation of the graph. The initial graph has 1,170,000 connected
components with maximum size of 6 nodes, and the augmented graph by choosing the blocks of size less than 100 results in
27,000 connected components with maximum size of 5,590,000 nodes.

Given that originally about 25 × 1012 pairwise comparisons (i.e., 5,000,000 × 5,000,000) were required for accomplishing the task of traditional ER, based on the partitions introduced by the proposed
2
blocking strategy, the average search space is now reduced by 3.5 × 10 −5 (i.e., 690,000×7
25×1012 ).
The average number of needed comparisons (690,000 × 72 ) is still high. Therefore, we decided to
focus on high confidence blocks. We assume that when the size of a block increases, its confidence
value decreases. Previous studies have followed this assumption by starting their resolution process
with high confidence (less frequent) reference pairs [60]. Figure 2 shows that as the size of considered
blocks increases the number of connected components decreases and accordingly the graph connectivity increases. Section 5.2 discusses the detailed description of augmenting the original graph using the
blocks. In Fig. 2, as size of blocks increases, there is no major change in number of connected components after the block size 100. Therefore, focusing on blocks with maximum size 100 not only reduces
the search space significantly but also augments the graph connectivity considerably. In the following
sections, we consider blocks with size  100 as high confidence blocks.
7.2. Augmenting the original graph
In order to establish connections between the immense number of isolated connected components
of the original graph, we introduce the Augmented Graph by addition of 680,000 new block nodes
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Table 4
The structural properties of the Original Graph and Augmented Graph of genealogical data. The number of nodes and links in
the biggest component has immensely changed from former graph to the latter one
Features
Number of nodes
Number of links
Number of connected components
Number of nodes in biggest component
Number of links in biggest component
Connectivity ratio (Formula (1))

Original graph
5,270,000
5,620,000
1,170,000
6
7
0.778

Augmented graph
5,850,000
9,070,000
26,000
5,600,000
8,700,000
0.995

corresponding to the blocking keys with block size less than θ = 100 (100 is chosen to assure acceptable confidence in block, and provide sufficient increase in connectivity of the graph as discussed in
previous subsection). Each block node is connected to the reference nodes that share the same blocking key. This results in addition of 3,450,000 new links. Therefore, in total the augmented graph has
5,850,000 nodes and 9,070,000 links. The augmented graph has a very huge connected component consisting of 5,590,000 nodes and 8,700,000 links (i.e., 96% of the nodes in augmented graph). In addition
to this huge component, the augmented graph consists of 26,300 very small connected components of
average size 6.8. Table 4 compares the structural properties of the original and augmented graphs.
7.3. Applying the random walk approach
Using the described RWR technique in Section 6 and the steady-state RWR proximity computation
introduced in Formula (5), the following steps are carried out for extracting the appropriate matches for
a candidate reference ri .
1. Node ri in the augmented graph is considered as an starting point for RWR.
2. Graph GB is constructed using the local neighborhood of ri considering nodes with maximum
distance of 5 from ri .
3. If reference ri ∈ bi , then block node bi connected to ri is removed from the GB (Section 6 discusses
the reason behind this node removal).
4. The proximity vector xk is generated for GB using Formula (5), c = 0.3, and k is chosen large
enough such that the vector converges.
5. The l non-zero elements of xk corresponding to reference nodes
vER1 , vER2 , . . . , vERl

which have the same blocking key as ri are extracted as ER1 , ER2 , . . . , ERl .
6. The normalized proximity of nodes vER1 , vER2 , . . . , vERl are reported as
S IM context (ri , vER1 ), S IM context (ri , vER2 ), . . . , S IM context (ri , vERk ),
respectively.
It should be mentioned that for each reference individual ri , the RWR is restricted to its neighborhood
of distance 5. This is done to decrease the computational complexity of the approach, while existence of
a real match for a reference of a distance further than 5 in the augmented graph is not expected (for any
two matched references, at least one family member of each reference should share a blocking key).
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Table 5
A comparison between 3 main similarity measures on 42,300,000 compared pairs. “#Zero Scores” and “#One Scores” counts
the number of the cases with 0 or 1 for a specific similarity score.
Sim. score
Content-based
Context-based
Hybrid measure

Min
0.52
0.0
0.26

Max
1.0
1.0
1.0

Table 6
Required sample size, given a finite population [62]

#Ones
27,583,526 (65%)
242,202 (0.61%)
218,570 (0.51%)

1

Score

Sample size
44
80
217
278
306
341
357
375
381
384
384
384

#Zeros
0
41,880,000 (99%)
0

content
context
hybrid

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5
7

x 10

(a) All Compared Pair Instances
1

content
context
hybrid

0.8
Score

Population size
50
100
500
1,000
1,500
3,000
5,000
10,000
50,000
100,000
254,000
10,000,000

Avg
0.946
0.471
0.003

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

(b) Compared Pair Instances with Hybrid Score > 0.5

4.5
5

x 10

Fig. 3. Comparison of content-based, context-based and hybrid measures for compared
pairs in the blocks of size less than 100. (a) for 99% of the compared pairs the context-based similarity has a zero score and the hybrid score is less than or equal to 0.5. (b) for
the remaining 1% of the compared pairs the hybrid score is larger than 0.5; clearly the hybrid score can provide a reasonable discrimination between the compared pairs. (Colours
are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDA-160814)

7.4. Statistical comparison of similarity measures
Here, we provide a statistical comparison between the three main similarity measures proposed in
Section 6: Content-based, Context-based and Hybrid measures.
Figure 3 compares these measures according to the similarity scores calculated for 42,300,000 reference pairs (i.e., all possible pairs from blocks of size less than 100). In this figure, the x-axis shows the
compared pair instances and the y-axis shows the similarity score; the compared pairs are sorted based
on the hybrid measure. As can be seen from the Fig. 3(a), the hybrid measure is less than or equal to 0.5
for a major part of the comparisons. However, there is a sudden rise seen on the right side of this figure.
Figure 3(b) provides a focused view on the last 420,000 compared pairs which have a hybrid score more
than 0.5. In this subfigure, 218,570 out of 420,000 (52%) of the compared pairs have a hybrid score of 1,
which discovers the matches with no content error. In these cases, the context score of 1 shows that not
more than two references are found for a single entity. In the remaining 48% of the cases with hybrid
scores of less than 1 and larger than 0.5, the compared pairs have either content error, or more than two
references referring to the same entity, or both.
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Table 5 shows briefly the general statistical information of each similarity measure. According to this
table, the content-based measure is discovered to be not an informative discriminative method for the
ER process, as the average similarity score in this measure is 0.94 and 65% of the pairs have a similarity
score equal to 1. This shows only a minor improvement over the blocking strategy, since the blocking
strategy is already designed based on the content information. However, by looking at the context-based
measure 99% of the compared pairs have zero score, and just 1% of the data has non-zero score. This
clearly shows a distinctive measure to reveal the matches in the data. In next subsection, further studies
on the 1% compared pairs with non-zero context-based score confirms the high precision of this measure
in predicting the correct matches between references.
7.5. Manual evaluation of matching results
Manual evaluation of predicted matches is a very time-consuming process for domain experts. Clearly
it is not possible for domain experts to evaluate all the 420,000, reasonably similar reference pairs,
in an acceptable time. The simple solution is to approximate the precision of recommended matches
according to evaluation of N randomly selected reference pairs. In this section, we apply simple random
sampling [61] to select N = 1200 matched pairs from the 420,000 compared pairs with hybrid score
larger than 0.5. Krejcie et al. [62] proposed an efficient table (Table 6) for determining the sample size
that is representative of a given population. According to Table 6, 1,200 samples sufficiently represent
the population with size 420,000.
For each match a domain expert, familiar with genealogical data, used the provided evidence (names of
references, family relationships, place and date of issue, blocking key and block confidence) to evaluate
the match by choosing either a True Positive or a False Positive category.1 This evaluation approach is
similar to the approach described in [57,63].
The statistical study of 1,200 manual matches shows a very high precision of 92% in revealing the
matches. According to the available evidence 1,100 matched pairs are considered valid (i.e., true positives) and 100 matched pairs show errors in matching (i.e., false positives). By further exploration of the
false positives, a dominant pattern includes the father-child matching where the first name of father and
child are the same (or at least very similar).
7.6. Discovered patterns in extracted matches
Based on the results of previous subsection, the compared reference pairs with hybrid measure larger
than 0.5 have a high precision in predicting the matches. Therefore, here we explore the common patterns in these matchings. Table 7 shows six major patterns observed from the matched pairs. The first
pattern P1 represents all matches between the parents mentioned in marriage certificates. These matches
can be very helpful in revealing the new Sibling relations which are not explicitly available in database.
In the second pattern P2, matched pairs refer to the brides and grooms in marriage certificates. This
pattern can be used to calculate the age of individuals.
Third pattern P3 provides matchings between the parents who are mentioned in marriage certificates
and the parents who are mentioned in death certificates. This pattern can be used for either finding the
sibling relations as in P1 or calculating the age of deceased person as in P2.
1
Please note that due to missing data, typing errors, redundancies and lack of extra evidence confirming that two references
point to the same real entity is impossible in many of the cases. Therefore, in evaluations of this paper, we stick to the evidence
at hand and assume that a reasonable similarity between two references, similar family members, and feasible date and similar
places can suggest a true positive match, otherwise it will be considered as a false positive match.
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Table 7
Discovered informative patterns among 420,000 matches
#
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Matching type
Parents of Bride/Groom (to) Parents of Bride/Groom
(reveals the siblings and also record duplicates)
Bride/Groom (to) Deceased
Parents of Bride/Groom (to) Parents of deceased
Bride/Groom (to) Parents of Bride/Groom
Bride/Groom (to) Bride/Groom
(due to multiple marriage or other unknown reasons)
Deceased (to) Deceased
(Mostly due to early child death and record duplicates)

Avg. date Diff.
8.5 years

Freq.
146,000

33 years
21.4 years
19 years
11 years

92,280
76,090
58,580
56,450

0.2 years

39,420

Fig. 4. A sample RWR-based matching in the genealogical graph. Components 1, 2 and 3 represent birth, marriage and death
certificates of an entity called Klasina Tops. Some of the nodes from other certificates which are connected to these components
via Block nodes are removed to improve the visibility of the graph. SRWR denotes the starting point of the RWR and E1RWR
and E2RWR denote the acceptable end points for RWR. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.
org/10.3233/IDA-160814)

The parents mentioned in marriage certificates might have their own marriage recorded in other certificates in a previous time; these matches are revealed in P4. Such matching pairs connect three generations
of the population to each other.
The matches provided in P5 refer to brides or grooms that are reported in two marriage certificates.
These matches are very probable to reveal multiple marriages of brides or grooms.
The last major pattern is P6 which reveals matches between deceased individuals with an average of
0.2 years in time of death. This can be mainly because of the early child death, where the child’s first
name is used for naming the next child; following by the death of second child.
Please note that since the dataset of Birth certificates used in this project is not a complete dataset (see
Table 2 for detailed comparison), Birth certificates do not appear in any of the major patterns P1–P6.
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7.7. Exploring a sample RWR process
Figure 4 illustrates parts of the augmented graph, containing three connected components representing
the Birth, Marriage and Death of an individual. Component 1 provides the birth information of a person
named Klasina Tops born on 1849. Component 2 provides the marriage information of a person with the
same name, married 31 years later, and finally Component 3 provides the death information of a deceased
with the same name who died 42 years after the marriage in Component 2. Nodes corresponding to
Blocks A, B, C and D augment the graph by establishing connections between reference nodes with
similar blocking keys.
The SRWR in Component 1 shows the starting point of the RWR process. According to the proposed
RWR process the node corresponding to Block B is excluded from the graph during implementation of
RWR. Among the reachable nodes the only acceptable reference nodes in the neighborhood of starting
point are the end points E1RWR and E2RWR .
According to the results of the sample RWR in Fig. 4, new knowledge is discovered about the subject
person Klasina Tops. For example, now we know that she was born in Aalst, The Netherlands2 on 1849.
She was married at the age 31 in Zeelst, The Netherlands,3 and she died at the age of 73 in Zeelst.

8. Toward population reconstruction
The prerequisite of applying any data analysis in genealogical domain is building the Entity graph,
in which each node represents a real entity (corresponds to set of matched references in the original
Reference graph) and each edge shows the family relationship between two entities. This is almost
impossible to discover even the basic statistical patterns such as “number of males and females in the
population”, “average number of children per entity”, “average age of marriage for both males and
females” without building this Entity graph.
Therefore, to use the predicted matches for further genealogical study, first the Graph_Conversion
procedure is introduced which converts the Reference graph to an Entity graph. Second, the new information produced by using the Entity graph is discussed.
8.1. Graph_Conversion Procedure
The Graph_Conversion procedure takes a Reference graph as its input, merges the corresponding
matched references in order to construct the real entities and generates an Entity graph as final output.
8.1.1. Input: Reference graph
Consider the Reference graph (i.e., the input of Graph_Conversion procedure) as RG = (V1 , E1 )
where each node ri ∈ V1 is a reference and each edge ei ∈ E1 shows a family
relationship between two

references. Each reference ri is described by 9 features M1 , M2 , . . . , M9 , where these features are first
name, last name prefix, last name, date and place of birth, date and place of marriage, and date and place
of death. Depending on the certificate type, some of these features have null value. Figure 5(a) shows a
subset of the Reference graph, generated from three Marriage certificates and one Death certificate.
2
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalst,_North_Brabant.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeelst.
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(a)

N4
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mother
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Fig. 5. Converting the reference graph to entity graph, using the predicted matches. In (a) F.M , M.M , G.M and B.M denote the
father, mother, groom and bride in a marriage certificate. The F.D , M.D , D.D and R.D denote the father, mother, deceased and
his/her relative in a death certificate. In (b), N1 , N2 , . . . , N8 represent the entities. (Colours are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDA-160814)

8.1.2. Conversion method
Using the predicted matches, we introduce a set of matched references in form of MR(Ni ) =
{ri1 , ri2 , . . . , rim } where every two references rij and rik for j, k = 1, 2, . . . , m are predicated to be
a match. In order to convert the Reference graph to Entity graph, every set of references MR(Ni ) are
replaced with the node Ni which represents the ith entity. Two entities Ni and Nj are connected with an
edge either if there exists rix ∈ MR(Ni ) andrjy ∈ MR(Nj ) where(rix , rjy ) ∈ E1 or if a sibling relation
is detected between Ni and Nj .
For instance, the three matched references shown by F1 M , F2 M and F3D in Fig. 5(a) with the role
of Father from two Marriage and one Death certificates belong to the set MR(N1 ) and collapse into a
single entity node N1 as shown
 in Fig. 5(b). 
Furthermore, the features M1 , M2 , . . . , M9 are updated based on following two rules.
R1: In case of conflict among the first three features (i.e., first name, last name prefix and last name)
the value with longest length is chosen as the final value.
R2: In case of conflict among the last six features (i.e., date and place of birth, marriage and death)
one of the existing values is chosen randomly.
In practice, R1 compensates for the typos in form of missing letters and words in first and last names.
In most of the cases there is no need to use R2 as the references which should be merged have complementary information in form of date and place of birth, marriage and death. In specific cases, for instance
merging two born children from two different birth certificates, one of the birth dates and places is chosen
randomly and a notification is generated for experts to manually check the conflict.
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Table 8
Comparison of basic statistics between the Reference and Entity graphs. The number of nodes, links and connected components
in Entity graph are less than the Reference graph. The number of nodes and links in the biggest component of Entity graph are
11 and 17 times larger than the Reference graph, respectively
Reference graph
5,270,000
5,620,000
1,170,000
6
7
0.778
2,636,000
2,634,000
0

Number of nodes
Number of links
Number of connected components
Number of nodes in biggest component
Number of links in biggest component
Connectivity ratio (Formula (1))
Number of males
Number of females
Sibling relations

Entity graph
4,950,000
5,466,000
995,000
66
118
0.799
2,476,000
2,474,000
146,000

4

9

x 10

4000

8

3500

7

3000
Frequency

Frequency

6
5
4

2500
2000
1500

3

1000

2

500

1
0

0
2

3
4
Number of predicted siblings in a family

5

Fig. 6. Number of siblings in a family are extracted by using the matches revealed as pattern P1. In general 146,000
sibling relations are extracted. 80,000 of these relations reveal the families with two children, 54,000 of them reveal
the families with three children (i.e., 18,000 families) and
12,000 of these relations reveal the families with four children (i.e., 2,000 families). The families with more children
are not revealed, due to the low matching scores produced by
the proposed RWR technique.

0
20
40
60
80
Difference between marriage and death of an entity [year]

Fig. 7. The year difference between the marriage of an entity
and his/her death is extracted using the patterns P2 and P3.
The difference between marriage and death of entities is between 0 and 80 years. In average each death happens 29 years
after marriage.

8.1.3. Output: Entity graph
Consider the Entity graph (i.e., the ouptut of Graph_Conversion procedure) as EG = (V2 , E2 )
where each node Ni ∈ V2 is an entity, integrating the information of multiple references ri1 , ri2 , . . . , rim .
Figure 5(b) shows the outcome of the Graph_Conversion procedure applied on all the matched
references in Fig. 5(a).
8.2. Studying the entity graph
After building the entity graph from original reference graph, now, we could analyze our data in more
concrete way. Table 8 gives a comparison of basic statistics between the Reference and Entity graphs.
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The Entity graph contains a new family relationship called “sibling”, which hasn’t been available in
the original reference graph. Therefore, having this new relationship we can study the distribution of
number of siblings in the families. Figure 6 shows the distribution of families in which 2, 3, 4 or 5
siblings exists. As a result it can be seen that 80,000 parents are detected who have 2 children, 18,000
of parents have 3 children and 2,000 parents have 4 children.4 This information can be very helpful for
fertility analysis, which is very important for genealogists, though very difficult by just using the raw
data.
Furthermore, merging the reference nodes of different certificates generates other new information
about the entities. For instance, merging a married groom with a deceased person, immediately provides
the year difference between marriage and death. Using this new information, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of difference between death and marriage in the Entity graph. As a result it can be seen that the
bride/groom, in average, dies 29 years after his/her marriage; this difference has been mostly reported
to be 44 years (3700 times). This type of analysis can be used to compute the marriage age (by merging
the born child, with his/her marriage) and also death age (by merging the born child with a deceased),
which is beyond the main scope of this paper.
9. Conclusions and future work
The reliability of any data analysis method strongly depends on the quality of the input data. Considering the domain of genealogical research, a huge amount of inaccurate information and different types
of ambiguities can be seen in available datasets. Therefore, as the first step toward any data analysis approach, effective ER techniques are required for enrichment and integration of the references extracted
from different historical documents.
Traditional ER methods match references with reasonable precision by considering only the content
information (F IRST NAME and L AST NAME in our case) of each reference. More recent context-based
ER techniques improve the traditional content-based ER techniques by taking contextual information,
mainly in the form of linkage information among references, into account. However, in domains such
as genealogy with very limited linkage information, which results in a disjoint graph, context-based
approaches produce the same result as traditional content-based methods. To overcome this limitation,
we augment the original graph by adding new nodes and edges to the original graph, and then we apply
a random walk based method to consider new contextual information available for each reference.
To augment the original graph, we follow the graph homophily principle which assumes edges are
more likely among similar nodes than between dissimilar nodes. In order to avoid having to compare
all pairs of nodes (references), we apply the blocking strategy proposed by Rahmani et al. [57] on the
same genealogical dataset. This leads to a reduction in search space by 3.5 × 10−5 . After partitioning
the potential similar nodes into blocks, for each high confidence block we add a new node to the original
graph. Then, we connect the new node to all its reference members. Following this process, 680,000 new
nodes and 3,450,000 new edges are added to the graph. The number of disjoint connected components
decreased from 1,170,000 in the original graph to 26,000 in the augmented graph and the number of
nodes in the largest connected component increased from 6 in the original graph to 5,600,000 in the
augmented graph. As a result, according to Formula (1), the connectivity ratio increases from 0.77 in the
original graph to 0.99 in the augmented graph.
4
The proposed RWR technique assigns low confidence scores to siblings in the families with more than 4 children. Therefore,
these sibling relations are not taken into account in this phase of research.
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Therefore, by using the huge amount of contextual information available in the augmented graph, we
applied our proposed method and succeeded to discover 420,000 reference matches among 5,300,000
references. Domain experts evaluated the 1200 randomly selected predicted reference matches manually
and they reported the precision of 92% for our approach. The main discovered pattern in 8% False Positive predictions was the false matching between father and child references with exact similar names!
We detected six major patterns in the 420,000 predicted reference matches. Among the discovered patterns, a pattern which predicts matching among parent references from marriage certificates turns out
to be particularly prominent. This pattern is seen 146,000 times in the database, the matched pairs refer
to certificates issued in within 8.5 years, in average. These matches can be very helpful in discovering
the new Sibling relations which are not explicitly available in database. Section 7.6 discussed all the six
patterns in detail.
Regarding future research induced by our work, we see four particularly important directions for
refinement and extension of our approach. First, further exploration of possibilities for extensive validation of the achieved results. This is challenging because we typically do not have grounded truth against
which the results can be directly compared. We have already discussed and validated our results in Section 7 by human domain experts. However, it would be very useful and considerably more efficient to
have a way of (at least partially) evaluating the results automatically or at least semi-automatically by
simulating domain-expert behavior. Second, we could augment the original graph even more by analyzing the discovered matches/patterns in a closed loop process where outcomes of the previous iterations
used as an input feedback in the new iteration. For instance, we could introduce new types of family
relationships such as “sibling relationship” among the references that their parents were matched in the
previous iterations. Third, we could study common characteristics of specific groups of entities in entity graph to unravel previously unknown information and connections within the groups [64]. Fourth,
our proposed Entity Resolution approach could be applied in other research areas as well, such as life
sciences. Elloumi et al. [65] consider entity identification and entity resolution as the first and still very
important step in integrating biological databases. Additionally, our proposed hybrid similarity measure
could be applied to biological networks, such as Protein-Protein Interaction Networks (PPI) [66], to discover the similar protein pairs in the networks. Then, biologists could evaluate the most similar proteins
pairs with respect to sharing the similar biological characteristics [67–69].
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